
Meeting Minutes #9 

Date  9/12/2018 

Time  19:00-20:30 

Absentee(s)  None 

 

 

Agenda: 

No.  Agenda  Details (if any)  IC 

1  Discussion on Analytics features 

development 

Finalise the descriptive 

analysis questions 

based on internal 

meeting 

Surya 

 

Things to note: 

1. How to determine a good mentor 

Star ratings 

-Talent can give star ratings to Mentor after each mentoring session. (Note: 

Talent cannot give feedback if he/she has yet to meet the mentor) 

-Notify Samaritern if a mentor’s star rating less than 3.0 AND if there are at 

least 10 reviews from talent 

 

b. Comments 

-How should we handle the public/private comments?  Public private 

comment. private and public separate text box. multiple pages. talents to 

decide. 

-Can Samaritern see all the comments? Samaritern can see all comment.  

 

c. Verify skills 

-mentors can verify the skill of the talents 

 

2. Users Activity 

Option A 

(Number of talents that join at least one session)/(Total number of talent 

signups) - For each activity how many people are doing it. histogram of 

monthly 

 



 

Option B 

(Active users)/(Inactive users) 

 

Active / inactive – by knowing who are they, we want to convert the user from 

active and inactive user 

Every quarter, user must join at least 1 activity or session. 

Every month, Samaritern should see how many users that signup sessions 

available 

 

 

3. Which page / features are popular? 

-How much time each user spent on each webpage (might make it website 

more laggy) OR keep track of each webpage visit - Scrap this portion and 

replaced it with Number 2 option A 

 

4. Active mentor 

-Shows how many mentoring sessions, each mentor creates for the past month 

-Notify Samaritern if mentor is inactive 

-Quarterly, determine how many of active / inactive mentor and what kind of 

activities for each mentor (Jan-Mar, Apr-Jun,….) 

5. Paying talents 

- The highest paying user (spending power) – top spender is not the same as 

user that have the most activities. 

 

6. Talent & Mentor Industry Match 

-Tracks what percentage of talents look for cross-industry mentors and 

within-industry mentors 

-For example, out of 100 IT students, how many of them will look for IT 

mentors and how many of them will look for non-IT mentors 

 

7. Popular date & time 

-Which date is the most popular for mentoring sessions 

-Which time is the most popular for mentoring sessions 

-So that in the future, we can price mentoring sessions based on date & time 

(just like Uber) 

(Scrap this option) 

 



8. Talent to Mentor Ratio 

-How many talents are in our database 

-How many mentors are in our database 

-Ratio of talent to mentors 

 

 

 

Prepared by, 

Tommy Johnson 


